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Apex.AI expands Germany presence 
 
Apex.AI is growing strongly in Germany. The Berlin office of the software company, 
headquartered in Silicon Valley, has been strengthened with seven professionals with 
deep expertise in developing automotive middleware. The head of the team is Michael 
Pöhnl, who joins Apex.AI from one of the world’s largest Tier 1 automotive suppliers. 
 
Michael Pöhnl's team is developing software for Apex.AI that can handle the huge 
amounts of data generated by autonomous vehicles. The middleware, called iceoryx, will 
enable efficient and secure real-time processing of data in Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems (ADAS) and Autonomous Driving (AD) systems. 

 
PALO ALTO, CA - January 21, 2021 – Berlin's importance as an automotive location is growing. 
In addition to the spin-offs of the OEMs, such as Volkswagen's software subsidiary Carmeq and 
Daimler's MBition, automotive suppliers such as Bosch, HELLA and NVIDIA have long had their 
branches here. With Tesla's Gigafactory, in the outskirts of the German capital, another player is 
waiting in the wings. Apex.AI is taking this growing importance into account and is significantly 
expanding the team of the Berlin office just a few months after its founding in November 2020. 
An experienced team of software developers comes on board, with team leader Michael Pöhnl 
who has worked with them in the past. 
 
Jan Becker, CEO of Apex-AI, said, "I am extremely pleased to welcome Michael Pöhnl and his 
team to the Apex.AI family. With their expertise in the open-source Eclipse iceoryx™ project, the 
new colleagues strengthen our customer-oriented approach to develop safe and certifiable 
software for autonomous driving. 
With our office in the German capital, in addition to the office in Munich, we have a location in 
close proximity to existing, but also to new customers in the heart of Europe and to 
decision-makers of the German government." 
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Apex.AI is located in Berlin in the Ullsteinhaus, Ullsteinstrasse 1, where it is a member of The 
Drivery, one of the largest innovation incubators focusing on mobility. This network now 
includes more than 120 partners and unites young companies like Apex.AI with well-known 
industry giants under one roof. 
 
iceoryx as communication middleware for autonomous driving 
Michael Pöhnl comes to Apex.AI from Bosch, where he was responsible for data 
communication in the AUTOSAR development partnership, among other things. At the world's 
largest automotive supplier, he started software development more than 15 years ago and 
developed data transport mechanisms, including zero-copy middleware. These mechanisms 
enable sensor data exchange on one processor and are already running on millions of radar, 
front camera, and surround-view systems. The iceoryx middleware, on which he and his team 
have been working for five years and which they are now developing further for Apex.AI, is 
significantly more complex than previous systems. 
 
iceoryx - initiated by Bosch - is an open-source inter-process communication (IPC) middleware 
that follows a zero-copy shared memory approach. This enables data transfer within a memory 
area without a single copy. Michael Pöhnl and his colleagues have focused on the automotive 
and robotics sectors and contributed this type of data transfer to the AUTOSAR and ROS2 
specifications.  
The mechanisms usually provided by the operating system, such as message queues, require 
copying of data and are subject to context switches between the user and kernel domains. This 
usually results in many copies of the transmitted information between sender and receiver. 
However, when GBytes per second data exchange rates are at stake, avoiding these copies 
becomes a critical factor. The zero-copy implementation does away with duplication, ensuring 
extremely efficient transmission with low latency, regardless of the amount of data. And it 
avoids access conflicts that lead to speed degradation and unpredictable system performance. 
 
Apex.AI works with partners on the further development of iceoryx 

With iceoryx, real-time automotive data processing is now possible, without which autonomous 
driving is practically inconceivable. The Eclipse Foundation, which includes Bosch as well as 
Apex.AI, continues to support further development of iceoryx. Michael Pöhnl was already in 
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charge of software development within the Foundation, and he will continue this leadership 
function in his new position as Senior Staff Engineer at Apex.AI. 
 
After the successful cooperation with TÜV Nord in the certification of the automotive operating 
system Apex.OS, the safety standards of iceoryx are also to be certified according to ISO 26262 
so that the middleware can be used in series production in cars. iceoryx integrated with 
Apex.OS offers OEMs and Tier-1 suppliers a certified software framework for autonomous 
vehicles that is extremely efficient and meets the tough global automotive safety standards.  

 

 

More information at: www.apex.ai/press 
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